
S I D I N G

EXCEPTIONALLY  
BEAUTIFUL  
AMAZINGLY  
DURABLE



THE SIDING  
YOU CAN DANCE ON!

WOLF DECKING —  WHERE THE REVOLUTION BEGAN

Wolf Serenity™ Decking revolutionized residential deck and patio 

construction. The Wolf Design and Manufacturing Engineers 

developed high-density cellular formulas with high-quality acrylics 

and incorporated them into an advanced manufacturing process.

The result: a brand-new decking material that resolved a long list 

of durability, environmental and aesthetic issues. It’s great looking, 

better for the environment and perhaps best of all, it’s made to last 

and keep looking spectacular — even after years of use.

THE PROBLEM

For decades, noted industry analysts and researchers have observed 

a growing dissatisfaction with wood, vinyl and fiber cement sidings. 

When asked about these exterior building products, contractors, 

homebuilders and homeowners alike often use words like swelling, 

cracking, rotting, blistering, bowing, staining and painting. 

TURNING THE TIME-TESTED INTO THE CUTTING-EDGE

Sometimes in life, the simplest solution is best. Like when the  

Wolf Home Products product development team looked to their 

cutting-edge decking materials to inspire new siding products.

With this strong research and development foundation, Wolf 

continued its innovative product tradition by developing a new  

siding category that transformed the time-tested performance  

of high-density cellular decking into a unique, beautiful and  

ultra-durable siding.

Introducing Wolf Portrait™ High-Density Cellular™ Siding.

WELCOME  
TO WOLF®
For more than 175 years, Wolf Home 

Products® has improved American 

homeowner lives with innovative, 

dependable, high-quality home products 

that create beauty and peace of mind.
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REVEALING THE WARMTH 
AND BEAUTY OF HOME

         PERFECTARCHITECTURE™
At Wolf, we know that details make the difference.

Architecturally accurate dimensions are a hallmark of the Wolf 

Portrait Siding Silhouette and Vignette profiles. Their distinct edge 

appearance combines with an authentic contoured beveled board 

thickness to replicate the look and feel of residential-milled timber 

and deliver straight and historically precise shadow lines.

         INFINITYSEAM™
One more finishing touch you get with Wolf on your side.

Unlike other siding that requires panel overlapping or extensive caulking, 

Wolf Portrait High-Density Cellular Siding features industry-leading 

INFINITYSEAM™ Siding Seam Plates. Not only do they provide high 

board-to-board locking adhesion and high tensile strength, they also 

allow installations with cleaner, tighter seams.

         PUREGRAIN™
Your home will look better than ever with Wolf on the wall.

Wolf Portrait Siding is engineered to replicate the beauty of natural  

wood … without its inherent maintenance. The Wolf Portrait Collection 

features an authentic high-definition woodgrain texture that creates 

stunning detail and the subtle shadowing of painted wood.

CONTOURED EDGE WOLF PORTRAIT SIDING

CONTOURED EDGE MILLED TIMBER SIDING

SILHOUETTE SANDSTONE 
WOLF SERENITY™ DECKING SAND CASTLE

PUREGRAIN HIGH-DEFINITION WOODGRAIN 
COMBINES WITH INFINITYSEAM FOR A TIGHT,  
BEAUTIFUL, LOWER MAINTENANCE INSTALLATION
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         COLORWATCH100™
When it matters most, quality always shows through.

Acrylic Polymers continue to stand the rigorous test of time and are 

a manufacturing mainstay in both the aerospace and automotive 

industries. But, unlike many manufacturers that dilute their ASA  

compounds to save cost, Wolf Portrait High-Density Cellular Siding 

always uses 100% ASA capstock for superior UV and harsh-climate 

protection. Quality in — quality on.

        SELECTPALETTE™
Made to be beautiful and stay beautiful.

Wolf Portrait Siding is available in today’s most popular colors. 

Each color gives your home the rich, natural look of expensive 

wood siding. And because of our COLORWATCH100™ acrylic ASA 

and SATINWALL™ technologies, you’re assured the colors are both 

beautiful and made to last.

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY  
IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT

         SATINWALL™
A gentle sheen engineered to always look its best.

A sunny day shouldn’t make your home outshine oncoming 

headlights — nor should an overcast day make it dull and lackluster. 

That’s why Wolf Portrait High-Density Cellular Siding features a 

uniform satin-luster eggshell finish that looks great up close or  

far away. Its gentle sheen is engineered to be simply beautiful.

FROM AUTOMOTIVE TO AEROSPACE, 
ACRYLIC POLYMERS LIKE 
COLORWATCH100 CONTINUE TO 
STAND THE TEST OF TIME

SILHOUETTE CHESTNUT SILHOUETTE MORNING MIST 

TRADITIONAL EXTERIOR GLOSS LEVELS

GLOSS LEVEL FINISH TYPE WOLF PORTRAIT SIDING

1 MATTE

2 HIGH SIDE SHEEN

3 EGGSHELL

4 SATIN

5 SEMI-GLOSS

6 GLOSS

7 HIGH GLOSS
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POWERFULLY STUNNING ENDURANCE

Don’t let the stunning good looks of Wolf Portrait Siding fool you; its unique high-density 

cellular structure makes it both strong and durable, too.

The photos (left) show Wolf Portrait Siding’s remarkable flex-strength versus fiber cement 

using the ASTM International D790-2 test. In fact, the flexing strength of Wolf Portrait Siding 

is over four times greater than fiber cement. This same design strength is also evident in Wolf 

Portrait Siding’s impact resistance.

In addition to its material strength, Wolf Portrait Siding is more than four times thicker than 

hollow veneer siding and features linear extruded reinforcement ridges. This substantial panel 

design helps deaden contact-sound during heavy rainfall and provides an extra line of defense 

for your home against a sometimes-brutal mother nature. 

WHEN PURE BEAUTY
MEETS EXCEPTIONAL 
STRENGTH

        ENDURADRY™
Trust Wolf to help protect your home  
and your investment.

Water can be a home’s worst enemy — from mold and mildew 

growth spawned by moisture retention to the swelling and cracking 

caused by the cycles of freezing and thawing. But the high-density 

cellular structure of Wolf Portrait Siding makes it ultra-resistant to 

water absorption.

In fact, when using the industry benchmark 24-hour water immersion 

test (ASTM International D570), Wolf Portrait Siding absorbed less 

than ½ percent of its weight in water — substantially less than the 

weight gain of wood or fiber cement siding.

While other siding products allow long-term water intrusion that can 

contribute to rot, delamination and other unhealthy conditions, Wolf 

Portrait Siding keeps your home nice and dry.

WOLF AND THE ISO 9001 QUALITY  
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The Wolf Organization is certified to the rigorous  

ISO 9001:2015 Standards for Quality Management Systems.

RIGOROUS TESTING STANDARDS

To ensure continuous high quality and long-term durability, 

Wolf Portrait Siding is subjected to 15 ASTM International 

standardized specification tests including the following: 

dimensional tolerances, expansion rates, impact resistance, 

wind load, color uniformity, gloss level and weathering.ULTRA-RESISTANT  
TO WATER ABSORPTION

WOLF PORTRAIT SIDING 
(BACKSIDE REINFORCEMENT  
RIDGES SHOWN)
NEARLY .250" THICK 

VINYL SIDING  
.040" TO .054" THICK

WOLF PORTRAIT 
SIDING FLEX-STRENGTH

FIBER CEMENT SIDING – FAILS (TOP)
WOLF PORTRAIT SIDING (BOTTOM)

FIBER CEMENT SIDING 
FLEX-STRENGTH

When compared to hollow veneer vinyl  
siding, Wolf Portrait Siding featuring  
extruded linear reinforcement ridges is  
a substantially stronger choice.
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A HEALTHY HOME  
IS AN ECO-FRIENDLY HOME

Due to its positive factors of human health, its product 

life cycle, waste management and product transportation 

weight, high-density cellular siding is an environmentally 

preferable product category. And you can rest easy 

because Wolf Portrait Siding is silica-free and lead-free.

THE LOOK OF WOOD  
WITHOUT THE MAINTENANCE

Thanks to COLORWATCH100™, you can say goodbye 

to ladders, paintbrushes and scrapers because Wolf 

Portrait Siding is truly low-maintenance. It won’t rot, 

splinter, delaminate, chip or peel and is insect resistant.

SUSTAINABLY 
PROTECTING  
TIME, COMFORT  
AND HOME

"THANK YOU FOR MAKING OUR HOME BEAUTIFUL!"

Our friends Tom and Linda from Washington have two teenage 

children and a lot of pets. They purchased their dream beach  

house with two principle considerations in mind: they didn’t care 

if it needed some remodeling, but once finished, it needed to look 

great and not fill their weekends with maintenance.

Wolf Portrait Siding’s beauty and lower maintenance made it the 

logical choice.

Tom explains, “We wanted a new siding that didn’t require 

painting upkeep. And, because Linda has a great design sense, 

we also wanted a product that was beautiful and preserved the 

architectural signature of our home. Wolf Portrait Siding was the 

perfect solution.

“When installation time came, the installers were professional and 

very accommodating! They put my fears to rest so even when I 

was at work I wasn’t worrying about things. I knew they were on 

top of everything. They got the house absolutely perfect.

“The siding has been up for about two years now and it’s 

absolutely beautiful. Sometimes when we walk the dogs we just 

stand at the end of the driveway and admire how pretty our home 

looks. Our only regret is that we didn’t do this project sooner.”
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THE ULTIMATE 
INSTALLATION  
FOR THE  
ULTIMATE 
SIDING

THE WOLF ADVANTAGE

Wolf Home Products® is an innovator in the building products 

industry and we have cultivated more than 175 years in 

business into a total satisfaction guarantee. 

THE WOLF PRO DIFFERENCE  
PEACE OF MIND FROM START TO FINISH

Wolf Portrait Siding is the result of intensive research and  

development that created an extraordinary product. And a  

superior product deserves an uncompromising installation.  

That’s why Wolf Home Products has a network of Certified  

Wolf PRO™ Siding Contractors. In addition to Wolf Portrait  

Siding’s Limited Lifetime Warranty, when you choose a Wolf  

PRO Siding Contractor, you automatically receive an extended  

five-year labor warranty on your entire siding project.

FOUR PRODUCTS,  
ONE SYSTEM

          EXACTINSTALL™
Wolf Portrait Siding installation utilizes four specific 

products that combine to make one extraordinarily 

protective and beautifully long-lasting residential 

wall system.

BLOCK-IT® HOUSE WRAP 
Superior drainage and UV 
protection while reducing 
heating and cooling bills.

INFINITYSEAM™ TECHNOLOGY 
Unique seam plates provide  
a precision fit between boards  
for a clean, flawless look.

CUSTOMIZABLE TRIM OPTIONS 
Allow the siding to expand and contract as 
temperatures change without affecting the look.

ADHESIVE 
Chemically bonds to the siding for stronger 
performance and faster installation.
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Morning Mist Graphite

Sandstone Chestnut

Oyster White

Vintage Taupe

Riverstone

Hemlock

The Silhouette and Vignette Collections feature an authentic woodgrain texture and are available in today’s most in-demand colors.

COLLECTIONS & COLORS

SILHOUETTE | LAP 7"

Today’s most popular style, capturing the look  

of long horizontal planks 

BOARDS: 12' 6"       REVEAL: Approx. 7"

VIGNETTE | DOUBLE 4"

A traditional look where one piece of siding looks 

like two overlapping boards 

BOARDS: 12' 6"       REVEAL: Approx. 8"

SEE FOR YOURSELF WITH THE  
WOLF PORTRAIT SIDING VISUALIZER

You’ve selected the finest siding system — now choose the perfect 

color palette, profile and trim. You can do it all with the Wolf Portrait 

Siding Design Visualizer. This inspirational online tool allows you to 

easily explore personalized design options using a photo of your 

own home. Visit the Wolf Home Design Visualizer at:

wolfhomeproducts.com/siding-visualizer

FIND INSPIRATION  
IN COLOR
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Kitchen & Bath Outdoor Living Building Products

All photos are representative of product. Please review an actual product 
sample with your dealer before making your final selection. Information 
contained within is subject to change without notice.

©2018 Wolf Home Products.  All Rights Reserved. Wolf Home Products is 
a registered trademark and PortraitTM, High-Density CellularTM, SerenityTM, 
PerfectArchitectureTM, PureGrainTM, InfinitySeamTM, ColorWatch100TM, 
SatinWallTM, SelectPaletteTM, EnduraDryTM and ExactInstallTM are trademarks 
of Wolf Home Products. ASTM International and the ASTM International logo 
are registered trademarks of American Society for Testing and Materials. 
BLOCK-IT® is a registered trademark of Kimberly-Clark Corporation. 
Specifications subject to change without notice.
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